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Abstract 
The paper presents a method to examine brain structures in neuroanatomy changes which result 
in dementia in magnetic resonance images by using fractal analysis techniques. We measured the 
relationship between the fractal dimensions of white matter and grey brain matter and the 
relationship between the fractal dimensions of the forebrain and the white brain matter. The 
investigation showed that the relationship between the fractal dimensions of brain in 
neuroanatomy changes differ from that in the normal brain.  
 
1. Introduction 
There are a lot of diseases with a collection of symptoms described by the 
term dementia a number of disorders which contribute to neuroanatomy changes 
in the brain. Patients with dementia have significantly impaired intellectual 
functioning which interferes with normal activities and relationships. Some of 
the diseases that result in the symptoms of dementia are Alzheimer’s disease, 
vascular dementia, Huntington’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, Creutzfeldt-Jakob 
disease [1].  
Medical imaging modalities have been developed for acquisition of high-
resolution images: the computed tomography (CT), the magnetic resonance 
(MR) imaging allowing the study by clinicians and experts a lot of body parts 
and detecting structural abnormalities, have shown a complex structural brain 
changes in dementia such as white matter volume decreases while grey matter 
increases. The grey matter known as the cerebral cortex is the outer layer of the 
brain; it covers the nuclei deep within the cerebral hemisphere known as the 
white matter [2].  
The purpose of this study was to examine normal brain and brain in 
neuroanatomy changes in MR images using the fractal feature analysis and to 
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distinguish between normal and abnormal states. MR imaging provides images 
with excellent contrast detail between different tissues with very similar 
densities, for instance gray and white matter in the brain.  
Fractal analysis techniques have recently attracted much interest in image 
processing reported by many examples of applying to study a wide range of 
objects in biology and medicine, for example to detect micro-calcification in 
mammograms [3], small peripheral lung tumors [4], to diagnose blood cells [5], 
to predict osseous changes in ankle fractures [6], to analyze bone [7]. Fractal 
analysis allows examining structural changes of biological and medical objects 
because the fractal dimension value reflects alterations of structural properties. 
 
2. Fractal dimension 
Fractal is an irregular geometric object with an infinite nesting of structure of 
different sizes. The most important properties of fractals are self-similarity, 
chaos and non-integer fractal dimension. Fractals are self-similar, which means 
that copies can be found on different scales of size. The fractal dimension is the 
main characteristic of fractals. The fractal dimension is often considered as a 
parameter describing morphological complexity of objects and can be introduced 
in different ways. 
Mandelbrot [8] used the term “topological dimension” to describe shapes of 
Euclidean objects which exist in integer dimensions, single dimensional points, 
one-dimensional lines and curves, two-dimensional plane figures like circles and 
squares, and three-dimensional solid objects such as spheres and cubes. 
However, many complex objects in nature are described better with fractal 
dimension which is a non-integer value that lies strictly in the Euclidean space, 
being part of the way between the two whole numbers. While a straight line has 
a dimension of exactly one, a fractal curve will have a dimension between a 
straight line and a plane (between one and two), depending on how much space 
it takes up as it curves and twists. A fractal surface will have dimension between 
a plane and three-dimension space (between two and three). A fractal object 
possesses the fractal dimension strictly greater than its topographical dimension.  
Several definitions of fractal dimension have been proposed, such as 
Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension, Bouligand-Minkowski dimension, Tricot 
dimension, and others [9].  In practice, Mandelbrot [8] has popularized the 
Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension or mass dimension (as the measure is very 
often a mass), which turns out to be one of the simpler and more understandable 
dimensions. The equation for the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension, DH is 
defined as: 
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where N is the number of self-similar pieces, with the magnification factor, 1/r, 
into which a figure may be broken.  
 
3. Segmentation of white matter and grey matter 
The techniques that are used to find the regions of interest are known as 
segmentation. Segmentation plays an important role for identification of 
anatomical structures and analyzing neuroanatomy changes in brain structures. 
The good quality of “extracting” useful information from the image, 
measurement accuracy strongly depends on the quality of the applied 
segmentation procedures.   
A great number of segmentation techniques have been proposed, excellent 
reviews of established techniques for image segmentation were done by Pal and 
Pal [10], Zhang and al [11]. But it is impossible to choose one dominating 
technique in medical image processing that can produce good results for 
different anatomical objects. What kind of segmentation technique to use or 
different techniques together depends on the type of image data, analyzing 
anatomical object and the goal of the investigation.  
For segmentation of white brain matter and grey brain matter we used 
thresholding, the region growing algorithm together with morphological 
operations. We segmented first the forebrain and then the white brain matter. 
The forebrain is the largest part of the brain (white matter and gray brain matter 
together) (Fig. 1.b, 1.e), which is made up of the cerebrum [2]. As a result, we 
have three regions: white region – white brain matter, grey region – grey brain 
matter, black background (Fig. 1.c, 1.f). 
In the first step we segmented the forebrain by thresholding. Thresholding is 
the simplest and commonly used method of segmentation. A parameter T is the 
threshold and applied to the image a[nr,nc] as follows: 
 [ ] [ ][ ]
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where pixels are classified as w – the white regions of interest or b – the dark 
background.  
We used iterative technique for choosing a threshold [12] that based on 
algorithm that sequentially refines an initial estimate of a suitable threshold 
level. The histogram is initially segmented into two parts using a starting 
threshold value Tt,0 such as the mean gray level for all pixels. On each iteration, 
the mean gray level for all pixels below the threshold Tt,k is determined, and is 
denoted as Tw,k. The mean gray level for all pixels greater or equal to the 
threshold level Tt,k is also determined, and is denoted as Tb,k. The new threshold 
Tt,k+1 is estimated until the threshold value does not change any more. In the 
formula: 
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A general equation for estimating the threshold T(t,k+1) using the image 
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N is the total number of pixels in the image.  
 
a)  b)  c)  
d)  e)  f)  
Fig. 1. (a, d) the original brain MR image, (b, e) segmented image of forebrain (and inverted 
original pixels that lie in that region), (c, f) segmented image of white brain matter  
and gray brain matter 
 
In the second step after the thresholding operation for isolation the segmented 
region of interest, forebrain (white matter and gray brain matter), we used the 
procedures: 
– morphological open, 
– labeling for white regions of interest,  
– relabeling for white regions of interest, 
– labeling for dark background. 
Morphological operations based on geometrical relationship or connectivity 
of pixels. The combination of erosion followed by dilation is called opening 
[13]. The opening operation tends to smooth contours in an image, breaks 
narrow sections and eliminates thin protrusions. In the procedure labeling all 
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regions of pixels with the same intensity being found in the image and each of 
them being labeled, the connectivity style, uses the seeded region growing 
method. The seeded region growing method is based on eight neighborhood 
connectivities. In the procedure relabeling regions sort according to size and 
keep only the largest: the region of interest. Finally we used the arithmetic 
operation invert for original pixels that lie in our region of the forebrain. 
For segmentation of the white brain matter the same operations are used as 
for segmentation of the forebrain but in thresholding operation the threshold is 
fixed and the procedure labeling dark background is employed.  
 
4. Fractal dimension estimation 
For estimation of fractal dimension of white brain matter and grey brain 
matter we used the methods: 
– box counting, 
– hand and dividers. 
The box counting method is one of the wide variety algorithms for estimating 
the fractal dimension of a fractal object [14]. It works by covering image with 
boxes and then evaluating how many boxes N are needed to cover fractal 
completely. Repeating this measurement with different sizes of boxes r will 
result into the logarithmical function of the box size (log(1/r)) and the number of 
boxes needed to cover the fractal (log N). The fractal dimension D of the object 
can be estimated from a linear regression defined by log(N(r)) = 
D⋅log(1/r) + const. 
The hand and dividers method (also called “structured walk technique” or 
“yardstick method”) is the oldest method based on perimeter estimation using 
“step” or “yardstick” of different sizes [8]. This dependence can be 
mathematically expressed as the relation P(X) aλ∝ , where P(X) is the perimeter 
of the object X, λ is the yardstick size and a is the slope of the line observed in 
the log (P(X)) vs. log(λ) plot. This slope is connected to the fractal dimension D 
as D = 1 – a.  
The hand and dividers method can be established in the following way. At 
first the contour of an object is obtained using a crack following method [15], 
resulting in a set of contour points{ }( , )i ix y  (Fig. 2). Then for a given yardstick 
size λ the perimeter is determined as follows. Starting at some arbitrary contour 
point (x0, y0), the next point on the contour (xn,yn), in the selected direction, 
usually anti-clockwise, is located in the distance di, 
2 2
0 0( ) ( )i n nd x x y y= − + − as close as possible to λ. This point is then used to 
place the next point on the contour that satisfies the condition mentioned earlier. 
The process is repeated until the initial starting point (x0,y0) is reached. The 
perimeter is the sum of all distances di including the distance between the last 
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located point and the starting point. The average yardstick size is the sum of all 
distances di, excluding the distance between the last located point and the 
starting point, divided by the number of points found.  
 
5. Results 
The fractal image-analysis program is developed in C++ Microsoft Visual 
Studio. NET 2003. For analyzing brain structures in neuroanatomy changes 
there were used the axial T2-weighted MR data sets of different patients, which 
were received from Lublin hospitals. Depending on the individual subject, the 
number of brain slices was 22-24, and each slice is a 512×512 pixel matrix. The 
slices from 15 to 18±2 were analyzed from the MR data sets of each patient. 
The purpose of this study was to measure the relationship between: 
1) the fractal dimension of white matter and the fractal dimension of grey 
brain matter, the fractal dimension estimated by the box counting method 
being obtained:  
– (traditional method) the boxes that cover the object and the boxes which 
cover the border of object FD1a the fractal dimension of the white 
matter, FD1b – the fractal dimension of grey matter, the relationship 
FD1=FD1a/FD1b, 
– (modification method) the boxes that cover separately the border of the 
object FD2a the fractal dimension of white matter, FD2b – the fractal 
dimension of grey matter, the relationship FD2=FD2a/FD2b. 
2) the fractal dimension, estimated by the hand and dividers method, FD3a 
the fractal dimension of forebrain (white matter and grey matter together) 
and the FD3b fractal dimension of white brain matter, the relationship 
FD3=FD3a/FD3b. 
The same results of fractal dimension estimation are given in Table 2, where 
N is the number of patient. 
In Table 1, where S – the slice number of MR data sets that have been 
analyzed, for each N given: 
– the parameters for segmentation T1 – threshold for segmentation forebrain, 
T2 – threshold for segmentation white brain matter; 
– the shape parameters: perimeter, area, Feret’s diameter for forebrain and 
white brain matter, measured in pixels, pixel size = 1 x 1 mm2 
Fig. 2 presents the original images (Fig.2 a, c) numbers 1, 2 brains in 
neuroanatomy changes and (Fig.2 e, g) numbers 8, 12 normal brain and regions 
of white and grey brain matter: as can be seen in Table 2 the smaller relationship 
between the fractal dimensions (FD1, FD2, FD3), the more brain structures are 
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Table 1. Parameters for segmentation and geometrical shape parameters 
Forebrain White brain matter 














1 15 55 130 1882.2 77556 342.0 4206.4 62277 331.4 
2 14 51 130 1975.8 78771 350.4 5513.2 67858 341.3 
3 15 38 170 1672.1 70201 323.0 3624.6 55355 313.1 
4 15 49 122 1921.8 74486 333.3 4067.6 62182 328.5 
5 15 49 100 1901.6 80216 356.4 3804.2 72064 344.2 
6 16 42 130 1733.4 71970 328.5 3363.7 65866 323.2 
7 13 41 170 1847.6 74847 332.0 3684.3 68540 330.2 
8 15 40 140 1838.4 75236 338.4 3602.1 69781 335.2 
9 14 50 130 1871.4 78923 343.5 3334.8 74023 343.0 
10 13 42 130 1931.0 81282 356.6 3247.6 75591 345.4 
11 16 42 130 1858.7 74822 329.5 3590.2 69418 326.8 
12 15 36 150 1813.2 71980 327.5 3544.3 68005 324.6 
13 13 48 130 3955.4 73627 349.5 3955.4 73627 349.5 
N – the number of patient, S – the slice number, T1 – the threshold for 
segmentation forebrain 
 
Table 2. Results of fractal dimension estimation 
N FD1a FD1b FD1 FD2a FD2b FD2 FD3a FD3b FD3 
1 1.87961 1.67810 1.12008 1.70627 1.53890 1.10875 1.04542 1.32867 0.78681 
2 1.88205 1.69560 1.10996 1.71050 1.55684 1.09870 1.05860 1.39904 0.75666 
3 1.97626 1.61384 1.22456 1.79636 1.48056 1.21330 1.04486 1.32613 0.78789 
4 1.91634 1.58633 1.20803 1.73806 1.46085 1.18976 1.05666 1.31054 0.80627 
5 1.93219 1.50895 1.28048 1.75047 1.39630 1.25364 1.04662 1.29167 0.81029 
6 1.91437 1.73492 1.26396 1.73492 1.73492 1.23464 1.04186 1.26396 0.82428 
7 1.94187 1.47731 1.31446 1.75909 1.36616 1.28761 1.05090 1.27834 0.82207 
8 1.95931 1.38986 1.40971 1.77397 1.30000 1.36459 1.04311 1.27088 0.82077 
9 1.96138 1.41881 1.38240 1.77642 1.32610 1.33958 1.04590 1.21871 0.85820 
10 1.96097 1.49328 1.31319 1.77523 1.37859 1.28770 1.04568 1.21118 0.86335 
11 1.95036 1.40182 1.39130 1.76513 1.30325 1.35440 1.05228 1.27306 0.82657 
12 1.94691 1.36017 1.43137 1.76363 1.27871 1.37922 1.04208 1.25008 0.83361 
13 1.95829 1.46186 1.33958 1.77613 1.35950 1.30645 1.08400 1.28982 0.84042 
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N – the number of patient, (A)the box-counting method: 1) boxes cover the 
object and the border FD1a – the fractal dimension of white matter, FD1b – the 
fractal dimension of grey matter, FD1=FD1a/FD1b; 2) boxes cover the object 
FD2a – the fractal dimension of white matter, FD2b – the fractal dimension of 
grey matter, FD2=FD2a/FD2b, (B) the hand and dividers method: FD3a – the 
fractal dimension of forebrain FD3b – the fractal dimension of white brain 
matter, FD3=FD3a/FD3b 
 
a) Image N=1  b)  
c) Image N=2  d)  
e) Image N=8  f)  
g) Image N=12  i)  
Fig. 2. (a, c, e, g) the original brain MR image (b, d, f, i) contours of the forebrain  
and of the white brain matter 
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Conclusions  
The objective of this study was to validate fractal analysis techniques to 
distinguish between the normal brain and the brain with neuroanatomy changes 
in dementia. We have presented a new method to examine brain structures 
changes in MR images: measured the relationship between the fractal dimension 
of white matter and the fractal dimension of grey brain matter, the fractal 
dimension estimated by the box counting method and the relationship between 
the fractal dimension of forebrain and the fractal dimension of the white brain 
matter, the fractal dimension estimated by the hand and dividers method.  
Our results showed that the relationship between the fractal dimensions of 
brain with neuroanatomy changes differ from that of the normal brain. The 
smaller the relationship between the fractal dimensions, more brain structures 
changed: the white matter decreases, the grey matter increases. Our fractal 
analysis method could be useful for clinicians and experts in the diagnosis of 
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